Explore Sequencing

Monkey Parade
Group Size

Time

Small Group

15–20 minutes

Computational Thinking
Learning Goal
This activity introduces the
concept of sequencing:
1. Think About It. Think about
the steps you need to do.

In this activity, children line the Monkeys up in
numerical order so they can march in a parade.
Then children line themselves up for their own
parade. To do this, they need to think about
the order, and then step it out!

2. Step It Out. Do the steps in
order.
Math Concepts
• Understanding and using
ordinals
• Creating a Sequence
Materials
• Sequencing Poster
• Monkey Characters (one set
per group)
• Number Cards
(one number per child)

Introduce the Activity (5 minutes)
1. Tell children:
• The monkeys want to line up to march in a parade.
Each monkey has a number and needs your help to
line up in order.
2. Point to the Sequencing Poster and say:
• When we line the monkeys up in order, we practice
sequencing. Say it with me: SEQUENCING

• Flag (one per group)
• Long ruler, stick, or piece of
cardboard
Preparation
• Make copies of the monkey
characters and number cards,
and cut them out
• Attach the flag to the ruler or
stick
• Tape the Sequencing Poster
to the wall

Part One:
Monkeys Line Up (5 minutes)

SEQUENCING
1. Think About It!

Think About It!
1. Point to the first step on the Sequencing Poster
and say:

2. Step It Out!

• The first step of sequencing is think
about it!
• Let’s say it together: Think about it! Think about it!
2. Spread the Monkey characters out on the table. Put the flag to the left of the
monkeys. Tell children:
• Each monkey has a number that shows what order they should line up in.
• The Monkey who is first carries the flag.
3. Help children think through the steps before they put the monkeys in order.
Say:
• Let’s think about it before we start. The first monkey should hold the flag.
Which monkey is first? How do you know?
• Which monkey comes second? Why do you think that?
• Which monkey is third? Which monkey is fourth?

Step It Out!

SEQUENCING

1. Point to the second step on the Sequencing
Poster and explain:

1. Think About It!
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Let’s say it together:
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2. After the monkeys are lined up in order, tell children that now it’s their turn to
march in a parade. They will need to line up in order, just like the monkeys.
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Part Two: Children Line Up (5 minutes)
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1. Turn the Number Cards face down on the table—use one Number Card for
each child in the group. Let the children pick one at random.aSay:
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line up in order, just like the monkeys.

2. Support children as they compare numbers and line up in
order. Show them the Sequencing Poster and ask:
• The first step of sequencing is think about it. How
can you figure out who should line up first? (Compare
the numbers to see who has number one.)
• Who should line up second? How do you know? (The
person who has number two should line up next
because two comes after one.)

• The second step of sequencing is step it out. Let’s step it out to figure out
who lines up next!

3. Then reflect on the activity by encouraging them to re-check the order by
having each child call out their number in order. Ask:
• Is everyone in the right order? Let’s count it out.

Wrap It Up (2 minutes)
1. Show children the flag and ask:
• Which monkey had the flag? Why?
• Which of you should have the flag? Why?
2. Have children march in a parade around the small area where they did the
activity. As they march, do the sequencing chant:
• Think about it! Think about it! Step it out! Step it out!

Extend the Fun
Every child will want a chance to lead the parade and hold the flag! Have the
children choose new numbers and line up again. Give each child a turn. Sing a
song or play music as they march.

Public media producers from WGBH and Kentucky
Educational Television (KET), and researchers from the
Education Development Center (EDC), collaborated on
the project Integrating Computational Thinking into
Mathematics Instruction in Rural and Urban Preschools.
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Have the children step it out by lining up.
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2. Step It Out!

1. Think About It!

SEQUENCING

Part 1: Monkey Characters
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Part 2: Number Cards
Children will pick a number and line up in order.
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Part 2: Flag
The leader of the parade carries the flag.

Attach to a ruler or to a long piece of cardboard.

